I, **INSERT NAME, INSERT POSITION** in pursuance of section 46, Part 3, Division 1 of the *Hospital and Health Boards Act 2011*, I do hereby:

(a) sub-delegate the powers, functions, authorities and duties as detailed in the **INSERT NAME OF DELEGATIONS MANUAL** upon those persons for the time being performing the function and duties of the roles so listed or authorised to discharge the function and duties of those roles;

(b) where the title of a designated position outlined in this Instrument changes, but the duties, functions and responsibilities of that designated position remain substantially unchanged, then a reference to the title of that designated position in this Instrument is a reference to the changed title of that designated position; and

(c) revoke previous Instruments of Delegation formerly signed by the **INSERT POSITION** dated **INSERT DATE** and as amended since that time.

This delegation is subject to the following conditions: Insert here any conditions the delegation is subject to. If no conditions, then this ‘conditions section’ can be deleted.

Notes to Sub-Delegation

(i) This sub-delegation imports and relies on the provisions of Section 27A of the *Acts Interpretation Act 1954*

(ii) References to statutes are to be construed as including all statutory provisions, consolidating, amending or replacing the statute referred to and all regulations, rules, orders, prescribed forms and other authorities pursuant thereto

Approved by:

___________________________
**INSERT NAME**
**INSERT POSITION**